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1. The primary navigation allows you to edit personal settings, view
your export basket and access other Mintel products.
2. The horizontal menu bar enables you to run a search, navigate
back to the Trends homepage and to access help documents, as
well as Mintel Reports content.
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3. The front page is divided into three views (Trends, Observations,
Explore) to allow you to quickly get to your most important content.
•
Browse the stories published daily
•
Jump into trends
•
Explore all content by a sector, demographic, theme or region
4. View the trends-those listed first are the trends with the most
observations in the last 90 days.
Gain the context you require, using the title, summary, buzz and
lifecycle options which are always displayed.
5. Click on buzz or lifecycle for the definitions.
6. View the observations from the last week highlighted by the Trends
consultants. Turn on an alert to get emailed the Week in Trends
newsletter or download the PDF.
7. Get the context you need via the stories using the title, date
published, geography and summary.
8. Select sector, demographic, theme and region filters to view just the
observations most important to you. Select one option for each filter.
Use as many or as few filters as desired. The observations are
listed with the most recent stories first. As you scroll down, the
filters stay fixed at the top of the page.
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1. Click on sector, demographic, theme or region to explore
all content by your topic of choice. Click on one of the
topics to be taken to a page with all Mintel Trends content
on that topic.
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2. Manage alerts from the home page. Set alerts to get
emailed an update when there is new content available for
your topics of interest.
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OBSERVATIONS
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Click on an observation to explore the story in detail.
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1. Get a quick summary of what the observation is about with
the title, short description, country and date published.
2. Access all the tools in one place, export and view
associated tags.
3. Read the full story and view associated imagery.
4. Review the key statistics with sources.
5. View the trends this story is supporting.
6. Click the Trendscape link to see how content related to
this observation is connected.
7. Browse through other observations supporting the
same trends and filter them by sector, demographic,
theme and region.
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TRENDS
Click on a trend to explore it in detail.
1. Get a quick summary of what the trend is about using the title, short
description and slideshow. Download the trend Power Point from the
slideshow.
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2. Access all the tools in one place–view buzz and lifecycle, set an email
alert, export and view associated tags.
3. Read the trend overview for a more detailed explanation of the trend.
4. Browse through the observations supporting this trend and filter them
by sector, demographic, theme and region.
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5. Review the key statistics with sources.
6. Get a global or regional overview of where the stories to support this
trend are happening and how that has changed over time.
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7. Understand what this trend means for a particular region and what
you should do.
8. Understand what this trend means for particular sectors and
demographics and explore consumer data examples by sector.
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9. Click the Trendscape link to see how content related to this trend is
connected.
10. Read through the analyst’s thoughts on the implications of the trend.
11. Click the play button to view the webinar. Download the PPT or copy
the link to share.
12. Read about how the trend has changed over time.
13. View similar trends as suggested by the Mintel Trends analysts.
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SECTORS, DEMOGRAPHICS,
THEMES & REGIONS
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Choose a sector, demographic, theme or region to explore it in
detail.
1. Get a quick summary of the sector, demographic, theme or
region using the title and short description.
2. Set or remove email alerts.
3. Browse through the observations supporting this and filter
them by sector, demographic, theme and region.
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4. Browse through the trends relating to the chosen topic
and filter them by sector, demographic, theme and region.
Understand what the trends mean for sectors, demographics
and regions.
5. Get a global or regional overview of where the stories
to support the sector, demographic, theme or region are
happening and how that has changed over time.
6. Click on the Trendscape link to see how content related to this
subject area is connected.
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7. Click the play button to view the webinar. Download the PPT or
copy the link to share.
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TRENDSCAPE
Trendscape is a brainstorming tool for exploring the connections
between Trends content.
Trendscapes can be focused on a trend, an observation, a sector,
a demographic or a theme as well as any search. Use the banners
on the content pages to click through to the Trendscape.
1. Get a link to share your trendscape or add it to a custom
presentation.
2. Access some case studies showing how to use the
Trendscape.
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SEARCH
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1. Use the search bar at the top of the page to run a text search or
click on advanced search to go to the search results page and
use the filters to refine the results.
Type in the name of a trend, sector, demographic, theme or
region to get a prompt to go straight to that content page.
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SEARCH RESULTS
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1. Change your search terms in the search bar at the top of the page.
2. The default view of your search results shows the trends,
observations, market applications and webinars that are most
relevant to your search terms and filters. The results are sorted by
relevance and recency.
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3. If you go to the search results page by clicking on the advanced
search link beside the search bar, the trends will be in alphabetical
order and observations, market applications and webinars will be in
date order with the most recent first.
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4. Use the “View More” options to see more of that type of content or
switch between the content types using the content focus options.
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5. Select sectors, demographics, themes, trends and tags to include in
your search criteria.
6. Results can also be limited by region/country and time.
7. Remove all the filters that have been applied by using the clear filters
button.
8. Click the glossary link to view definitions for tags.
9. Click the Trendscape link to see how content related to this search is
connected.
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SEARCH RESULTS
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1. Select content for download or export using the tick boxes.
2. The number of items selected will be shown in the current
selections area. Selections are saved across multiple pages
of results.
3. Selections can be added to a presentation, downloaded as
a PDF or exported to your basket for downloading later as a
MSWord file.
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Saved Search & Email Alerts
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4. Click on the saved search link to save your search and set
up an alert to receive a newsletter by email when there is
new content related to your search.
5. Edit the title of your saved search and set the time frame for
email alerts as desired.
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CUSTOM PRESENTATIONS
1. Hover over content throughout the website to see the “add to
presentation” button. Click on this button to add the content to
your own custom presentation. If you are on a mobile or tablet,
tap on content to see the “add to presentation” button.
2. Once you have added content to a presentation, you can view
it by clicking this button. It shows up throughout the website
and is always visible, even when you scroll down.
3. To learn more about the custom presentations feature, click on
the “HELP?” link in the upper right corner of the menu.
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THE WORLD’S LEADING
MARKET INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Our expert analysis of the highest quality data and
market research will help you grow your business.

Need more help?
If you have any questions
please call our Helpdesk:
London: +44 20 7778 7155
Munich: +49 89 2070 42 -153
Chicago: +1 312 932 0400
New York: +1 212 796 5710
Toronto: +1 312 932 0400
Shanghai: +86 21 6032 7300
Tokyo: +81 3 6228 6591
Sydney: +61 2 8284 8100
Singapore: +65 6653 3600
Mumbai: +91 22 4090 7217
Kuala Lumpur: +60 3 2027 4701
São Paulo: +55 11 323 01004

trends.mintel.com

